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1.

Called to Order at 12:00 p.m. on 19 Jan 2016

2.

Attendees:

_x_
___
___
___
___
___

3.

Ashley Ahlbrand
Andrew Bloch
Lawrence Carcare
Randall Cloe
P. Adam Davis
Jeremy Eglen

_x_ Stanley Gamso
___ Jeffery Gorham
___ Herman Greenwood
___ Jeremy Gustrowsky
___ Thomas Jarzyniecki
___ Justin Key

___ Michael Morris
___ Amy Noe
___ Shaun Olsen
___ Mark Phillipoff
___ Brian Poindexter
___ Alan Pyrz

___ Kara Reagan
___ Mary Schiff
___ Charles Schmal
___ Christopher Smith
___ Bryan Strawbridge
___ John Van Laere

___ Katie Williams-Briles
_x_ Derrick Wilson
___ William Wilson
___ Seth Wilson
___ Daniel Zamudio
_x_Kevin Mohl

Discussion Topics:
1.

Mission Statement

The Committee examined the Mission Statement and concluded that it was
sufficient for the needs of the Committee. No changes were needed.
2.

Small Firm Needs

Discussion was had regarding the services this Committee could bring to
the sole practitioner and small firms. Derrick noted that other committees had
their programing planned for the forthcoming year and many needs would be
addressed.
However, he did note that there has typically not been a lot of interest
in Technology presentations without an accompanying CLE. That said, Webinar,
CLEs that are hands on would be options. He suggested areas of focus could be
Set-up of Linked in accounts, utilization of Face Book and Document Assembly.
Lunch time seminars appear to work best
He also suggested that we ask Seth Wilson to assist in finding people and
resources who could help.
Also, the General Practice Section has typically a representative from the
Technology Committee and the Law Practice Management Commissions on its board.
Ann Marie Waldron is the Chair of that Section.
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3.

E-Filing

Discussion was had regarding this Committees assistance in sharing
information regarding the E-Filing process being implement by the Court of
Appeals.
Derrick suggested contact by the chair with Jim Cabral.
provide contact information to Stan.

He was going to

There is the possibility of a narrative, video and FAQ manual we could
post or share with the membership.
4.

Office Automation

Derrick thought Seth might be of help in this area as well. Such
involvement for this Committee could live streaming of videos, posting of
presentations that demonstrate automated tools and services. Also, it is
possible there are some hands on programs.
5.

Horizon Topics

Discussion was had regarding connecting with our Courts and Counties
remain in the forefront of upcoming changes and any assistance this Committee
could provide. Ashley commented that there is or should be a liaison with the
Court, she offered to reach out to the court.
4.

Adjourn
There being no other business the Committee adjourned at 12:30 p.m.

5.

Next Meeting:
Tuesday February 16, 2016 at 12:00 p.m.

